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Topic 1

Classification/Searching in CPC system at the National offices
Classification Procedures

- Design of new administrative process of how to manage the classification technical process.
- Design of new IT tools to assign, store and retrieve the IPC and CPC classification symbols.

Topic 1

• Fully design and implementation of the procedures and IT tools at IMPI-Mexico
Topic 1

QMS Procedures

*Fully design and implementation of the procedures and IT tools at IMPI-Mexico*
Topic 2

Trainning
Specific Field Training at EPO
Topic 3

Data Exchange

• Data transmission of the A-Publication of July, last October with 900 applications.

Problems with OPS
• There is no C-set information available there.
Topic 4

Actual Plans
Webservices classification data exchange

2016 Nov 2017

10/11/2016 12/01/2017
IMPI publishes the First Gazette with a new CPC classification

It was in June 2015 that the IMPI officially adhered to the Patent Cooperation Classification (CPC) administered by the European Patent Office (EPO) and the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) jointly.

Manager computer program for classification

First Gazzette Publication B

Transmission of first Gazzete B

“Expertise” at Classification

QMS –A1

Documentación of classification procedures.

Adjustments of Webservices exchange data procedures
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